
DPS Jaipur Students get a taste of Entrepreneurship

Tough times create tough people and in an effort to keep in sync
with the flagship initiative of our honourable Prime Minister, Mr
Narendra Modi‘s dream project ‘Startup India’, Delhi Public School,
Jaipur undertook an enormous responsibility under the able
guidance and mentorship of Mr Sandeep Sethi. It was his idea and
initiative to showcase the motivating journeys of some of the
successful entrepreneurs of Jaipur on a platform where a large
number of aspiring, young entrepreneurs can be inspired.

The objective of this series of the Talk Show named, ‘RUK JAANA
NAHIN’, is to understand the journey of an entrepreneur so that it
can motivate young students to follow the footsteps of these
successful entrepreneurs and develop an unflinching and
indomitable spirit when faced with failure and adversity.

The first Talk Show was conducted with the famous personalities
of Jaipur, Ms Leela Bordia, who is known all over the world for her

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uY5c2BpJHWE


work in the field of Blue Pottery, and Ms Divya Arora, who is the
owner of another famous brand of sweets, Kesar. The Students
thoroughly enjoyed watching the talk show as they understood
the concepts of entrepreneurship through a firsthand experience
and knowledge of these two extremely successful entrepreneurs
of Jaipur.

First, an ice-breaking session was held between the students and
the entrepreneurs, allowing the students to learn about and hear
about the entrepreneurs' successes. It was interesting for the
students to realise that despite the fact that they worked in
completely different fields and were from different generations,
the elements that helped them achieve were the same.

The questions asked by our students kept the audience glued as
the talk show was able to link the syllabus of Entrepreneurship
covering important topics from the curriculum. Both
entrepreneurs mentioned their different journeys which were very
motivating and inspiring. Ms Leela Bordia is a ‘Spontaneous



Entrepreneur’ while Ms Divya Arora can be termed as the ‘ First
Generation Entrepreneur’.

The students were overwhelmed by seeing the practical aspects of
labelling and the use of FSSAI marks on the packaging at KESAR
and the packaging style at NEERJA blue pottery for their export
items.

Ms Arora’s message was to offer the world what one can, and
make things more unique, while Ms Bordia’s life story was an
example of the phrase ‘where there is a will there is a way’. While
both the leading entrepreneurs explained the nuances of the
trade, they also made it clear that at the moment Indian economy
is in a transitional stage where people have started switching to
business ventures especially when we are facing a huge challenge
of unemployment in the post-pandemic economy so it is the
perfect time to become an entrepreneur and the exposure to
these kinds of programmes and success stories will definitely help
the students to be inspired, courageous, and allow them to scale
new heights!



Stay tuned for our next edition of RUK JAANA NAHIN!
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